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EASTERN PHILOSOPHY AND NATIONAL TRADITION By "Eastern philosophy" we really mean "Eastern wisdom", that is to say, a doctrine which unites knowledge and action, reason and faith. That is why, in Asia, one sometimes speaks of the Science of the Way (or the Science of Tao), and he who studies it become a disciple of (Tao-Chia) -a philosopher and poet at the same time. In Ancient Greece, the cradle of Western civilization philosophy started with a search for the nature of things exterior to conscience, whereas in Ancient China at approximately the same time one wondered about the nature of man, since it was stated in the Chou-King that wisdom consists in knowing man. Since then, the whole history of Chinese philosophy from Confucius to Wang-Yang-Ming has pivoted around this problem of human nature. Confucius was the first to reveal that sincerity is the mental requisite for the acquisition of that knowledge, and the neo-confucianists of the Tsung dynasty developed from it the methods of realization which consist in "reducing the ego to zero" as Gandhi has put it. There is therefore continuity of thought in Eastern philosophy, considered as an eternal way, the Hindus' Sanatana Dharma -- a king of tradition which Coomaras Wamy has compared with the Western Philosophia Perennis. Aldous Huxley explained this Philosophia Perennis as follows: "Philososphia Perennis -- the phrase was coined by Leibnitz; but the thing -- the metaphysic that recognizes a divine Reality substantial to the world of things and lives and minds; the psychology the finds in the soul 1



something similar to, or even identical with, divine Reality; the ethic that places man's final end in the knowledge of the immanent and transcendent Ground of all being -- the thing is immemorial and universal. Rudiments of the Perennial Philosophy may be found among the tradition lore of primitive peoples in every region of the world, and in its fully developed forms it has a place in every one of the higher religions. A version of this Highest Common Factor in all preceding and subsequent theologies was first committed to writing more than twenty five centuries ago, and since that time the inexhaustible theme has been treated again and again from the standpoint of every religious tradition and in all the principal languages of Asia and Europe".(1) This highest common factor in Far Eastern philosophy is the original intuitive nature: "Identity between microcosm and macrocosm", the "Vạn vật nhất thể" which requires each of us to grasp it, to experiment with it with our whole being and not to interpret it each in his own way as in conceptual philosophy. It is this realization which makes philosophy and poetry joint each other. NATIONAL TRADITION In Vietnam this traditional philosophy is understood to be the achievement of an essential unity of the three great religious teachings: Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism, which together inspired the institutions "examinations on the threefold system" under the Lý (1010-1225) and the Trần (1782-1822), one reads the following. "History shows that the Lý and Trần dynasties held both Buddhism and Taoism in high esteem. That is why in the recruitment of public officials, they asked the candidates to know well the two other systems in addition to Confucianism. All systems orthodox -- were highly regarded, and the candidates could not pass the competitive examinations if they were not well versed in these subjects".



(1)



The Perennial Philosophy by Aldous Huxley, Fontana Books, p. 9
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While inspired from Chinese philosophy, the spirit of that education differs from it as regards the harmony of religious according to the traditional formula of Southeast Asia -- "Unity in Deversity". Although born in China from the early contact between Northern and Southern Cultures, that concept was realized only in Vietnam. It was understood by the founder of the heroic Trần dynasty as the unity between the transcendent and the immanent. He expressed it in his treatise on Dhyana: "The great Confucian Saints did not differ from the great Buddhist monk. Thus the contemplative teaching of our Buddha had to transmit itself to the world through the sages' action". "Unity in diversity" was also understood by Lê-Quí-Đôn, 18th century thinker and erudite (1726-1784), as a polycopic view of the world: The ancient emphasized the study investigating things and "carrying the knowledge to the utmost existent" the consequences of which lead to the cultivation of the person, the regulations of the family, the government of the state and pacification of the whole kingdom. This study should be considered as universal. The principle is in things and events, and things and events have their principles. As far as the sky and all over the earth, as close to us as the moral conduct of everyday life, everything has its necessary and evident principles. The sage cannot be unconscious of this. Learning is to acquire knowledge, interpreting is to discriminate between the true and the false, revising past experiences to anticipate the future, always liberal with respect to the rules; after a long time striving day after day, one would suddenly penetrate everything, attain the principle, give full development to his nature and arrive at Heaven. If one penetrates the principle of things in its practical aspect with one's entire mind one will understand that everything has its original meaning in the Tao, or principle of "one in the many". (Unity in Diversity). It is said in the Book of Changes (I Ching) that the sage is conscious of past acts and sayings for his own self cultivation. It is said in the Book of History, of people who want to have wide learning in order to realize great 3



deeds, that Confucius said: Why my pupils do not learn the Book of Poetry: firstly it is to serve the parents (the Father), secondly the King and finally to know the names of trees and plants, beasts and birds. All that is the part of investigation of things. Even if one can retain the essential and select what is elemental in the diversity of things and events so that one can use the primeval and final principles to simplify and synthesize them, all one will find is that all different ways lead to the same principle, hundreds of various ideas meet at one end. So why do we fail with so much knowledge and why have we not achieved any result with a great deal of effort? Let us demonstrate here: moon, sun and stars are phenomena of the sky. Although the weather of a country inside and outside might change, the cosmic evolution, slow or fast, is always determined by a constant law. Mountains and rivers, grasses and trees are phenomena of the earth. Each thing belongs to its species with different patterns, but there is a constant law uniting their differences. Rites and musics (social institutions) are phenomena of mankind. There are many changes among them in the past; in the present, here and there, the states of the peoples are not the same. But these differences depend on the will of man who must have the same nature: struggle for life and existance. "The sages possess that mysterious view which is at once total and partial, thanks to the obedience to Nature in Itself. "That is why they arrived at the truth and their successors applied it. What is called ‛scrutinization of the nature of things and attainment of true knowledge’ consists not only in pursuing an endless observation of things in the outside world but also in looking introspectively at our inner souls". A contemporary of Lê-Quí-Đôn's, Nguyễn-Cư-Trinh (1716-1767) carried out a heat-winning policy toward the ethnic minority of Đá-Vách, thus fulfilling the "Unity in Diversity" formula as a pragmatic philosophy of the harmony between knowledge and action. In his famous dialogue between a nun and a scholar disguised as Buddhist monk, one reads: 4



"Thành ư trung vị đắc hòa bình Hình tại ngoại bất năng trung tiết". (When inwardly one is not true to oneself, his conscience is not at ease.And all its outward manifestations are not in accord with universal harmony). Above are a few features of the Vietnamese interpretation of the "Unity in Diversity" idea which is fundamental to every philosophy. Throughout history, the Vietnamese people have adopted this idea as a tradition common to all Southeast Asian nations, living at the very crossroads of cultures. This idea deserves its status as a source of inspiration. Before drawing inspiration from Socrates' death or Confucius' life, it is natural for us to learn from the death of our sage-poet Phan-Thanh-Giản and from the exemplary life of our Schoolmaster Nguyễn-Đình-Chiểu -- both natives of this Gia-Định province and neither of them separated from us by scarcely more than a century.
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